
Q6 Do you have any other comments,
questions or concerns?
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# Responses Date

1 Love it 7/12/2016 2:10 PM

2 Excellent exhibition 7/11/2016 1:25 PM

3 Not sure about the use of the word selfless in the Patient one. I found it slightly patronising. Just a personal view.
Otherwise really like them

7/8/2016 12:59 PM

4 I think/perceive that trials are not thoroughly researched. Time=money in A Capitalist society. Pharmaceutical
companies rush through the procedure to ensure profits are high. Western medicine doesn't regard the body as a
whole, it commonly dismisses the history n longevity of well established n practiced alternatives in the East. I do
not have much 'faith in western medicine, it has failed me n my mother n countless other family .

7/7/2016 7:13 PM

5 None 7/7/2016 6:39 PM

6 The 5th layer was representing our deep self 7/7/2016 6:28 PM

7 I like the sculptural nature of the data presented. It allows for an exploration of both the surface meaning and a
deeper emotional response gained through investigation.

7/7/2016 6:24 PM

8 I've been on both sides of clinical trials and the work engages me on multiple levels. It is easy to understand and
the multiple levels really demonstrate the complexity of clinical research. Bright colours draw attention, fonts are
easy to read and different saturation create intrigue. Love it

7/7/2016 6:18 PM

9 An inspiring collection - well done Sarah! 7/7/2016 6:14 PM

10 A Novel and exciting way of explaining research and it,s impact. 7/7/2016 6:11 PM

11 I'm really keen that the pieces are installed in clinical settings, either as a tour but also as a permanent exhibition
somewhere. Great stuff

7/7/2016 6:06 PM

12 Really interesting presentation of meaningful content and ideas. 7/7/2016 6:02 PM

13 Well done Sarah 7/7/2016 5:56 PM

14 No 7/7/2016 5:16 PM

15 Fabulous wotRk, Sarah. Proud of you! 7/7/2016 5:12 PM

16 Attractive and striking prs notation of the pieces - look very polished. 7/7/2016 4:52 PM

17 That the work is used and kept up to date. 7/7/2016 4:42 PM

18 Aesthetically the exhibition looks as if it is in a medical environment 7/7/2016 9:05 AM
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